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DETERMINATION 
 

Abstract: In every natural and economics and social systems 

act two parallel opposite processes: the process of evolution 

and the process of entropy . In these processes the different 

entities want to realize their partial (selfish) targets . Quality 

management is also organized human activity determined to 

the development and progress of the evolution and 

development of specific systems with parallel suppression of 

entropy .  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

In economic and social theories generally 

it is well known that a certain number of 

scientists and researchers relates phenomena 

and events in the nature to certain notions and 

phenomena in economic and social systems. It 

is usually about notions and phenomena related 

to performing business processes as well as 

managing acitivities pointed at mangement and 

controlling of these processes. One of the first 

academic economists who, in his works, uses 

the so called biological approach in the 

explanation and definition of company 

development, who works in market conditions 

of doing business, was a famous Brittish 

economic theoretician Alfred Marshal [1] . In 

his famous capital work “Principles of 

Economics”, Marshal compared phenomenon, 

growth, development and disappearance of a 

firm to the growth and fall of the trees in the 

forest. Therefore, Marshal pointed out that in 

economy as well as in society generally natural 

laws of regeneration and unrellenting transience 

act and they are functionally very similar to 

identical laws which create a life in the nature 

in a different emergent way.  

One of the recently prominent 

theoretician-researchers who also wrote about 

the same subject related to developing 

processess analogy between biological and 

social process systems, is an American 

professor, one of our own, Isak Adiges. In his 

also famous work”Vital cycles of enterprises”, 

professor Adiges finds manifestation 

similarities between occurrence, development 

and the decline of enterprises, in market 

economy with the occurrence, development and 

decline of a certain biological organism . On 

that basis, professor Adiges, in the mentioned 

book, also suggests methods for the 

determination of developing age of a certain 

enterprise, as well as therapeutical method of 

engaged management that youth vitality of the 

observed enterprise is prolonged as much as 

possible [2] .  

The majority of reserachers, who get their 

analytical and therapeutical conclusions from 

listed phon of thinking and reasoning, is 

agreeable with the fact that as not one of the 

natural, business or social system can , in a 

developmental sense, be in the content and 

qualitative level for a long time . Concrete 

system will develop evolutionally for the 

worse-which is a positive process, or it will be 

exposed to a entropy process and will descend 

accordingly to lower levels qualitatively, 

tending to decay and stop working . Precisely 

this moving of business and, or other social 

systems toward evolution of entropy, is the 

mark of the quality of management, which is 

applied to a concrete situation and a concrete 

system.  

 

 

2. EVOLITION AND ENTROPY TWO 

CONTRASTING PROCESSES  
 

According to a qualitative aspect, every 

complex economic and social system-if it 

develops spontaneously achieves its movement 

in one of two divergents-mutually oposed 
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directions:in the direction of evolution or in the 

direction of entropy . Of course, we should bear 

in mind the fact that in the case of the existence 

of two or more mutually oposed interests of the 

users of the same systems-it can happen that, it 

also happens in practice, certain subject users 

of the system treat a certain movement of the 

system which is in their favour as a process of 

developmental evolution, while subjects whith 

conflicting interests treat the same movement 

which is not in their favour as an entropic one . 

Abstract the previously said relating to oposed 

interest of different users, with regard to the 

same system, having already observed only one 

user and his interests, the following can be 

concluded: if the system develops controllingly, 

its development will have a more evolutionary 

character . However, if the the functioning of 

the systems moves spontaneously-without 

embbeded controlling mechanisms, it is evident 

to expect thatb entropy processes will 

overpower in the systems and that the system 

will, in a sense of its qualitative definitions, fall 

as lower and lower . A good management of 

quality-used in any environment and affecting 

any system, is by rule pointed at eiminating or 

at least partially entropy decrease and at the 

creation of development which will have a 

high-quality evolutionary character. Evolution 

is by the definition the process of the 

progressfrom less complex to more complex 

and more qualitative modalities of functioning 

of a certain system. Notionally, evolution can 

develop spontaneouslywithout the interference 

of a man. It can also perform by consciously 

directed activities a definite targeted 

management with highlighted qualitative 

determination. It is provved that rarely any 

economic and social system evolitionally 

qualitatively develops successsfuly by itself 

without appropriate managing designed human 

regulation. Entropy is a regenerative process 

and measure of entirely movement and 

certainly developmental unsettled system. This 

unsettlement is, if there is no managing 

qualitative intervention, is by rule decreased 

until the system subject to entropy at a new 

equilibrium level where forces and forces 

which conditioned entropy take a permanently 

dominant position .  

A plastic dislpay of entropy and evolution 

may be presented by flowery and vegetable 

garden which is thoughtfully and carefully 

arranged and nurtured (evolution). However, if 

the care about the arrangement and nurturing 

stops, weeds will overtake the garden which 

will be exposed to aphids and other pests 

insects (entropy). In the second case, nurtured 

plants retreat, eventually mutate and disappear, 

and the space of their vital territory is takenover 

by useless bilological organisms.  

 

 

3. THE ROLE OF QUALITY 

MANAGEMENT IN THE 

NEUTRALISATION OF ENTROPY 
 

The first one of the researchers who 

explained the phenomena and process of 

entropy in a useful way was Tom Boltcman. 

According to the aspect of the theme by which 

we point out an undeniable fact that in any 

economic, social, environmental and generally 

social system-apart from law evolutiom-more 

or less, the law of entropy works as well. What 

is scecially interesting and intriguing is the fact 

that certain evolutionary developing processes 

directed at eliminating or decrease of the 

process of entropy in one domain, often 

causally- consequently cause entropy in another 

domain . Project managers and managers of 

quality who create and perform different 

developing projects in numerous domains of 

human creations should know what was stated.  

Qualitative development of a certain 

project can not possibly be marked as optimal, 

if the positive evolitionary effects accomplished 

by the performance of the project are 

jeopardized and cancelled by etiopy processes, 

which develop and show up as as collateral 

consequences whether in the performing phase 

or in the phase of comercial or other 

exploitation of the performed project .  

Regulatory aspects of the performance of 

any good project management, which consist 

within itself certain contents of management 

quality, are just directed at elimination or at 

least a reduction to an agreeable measure and 

entropy processes and consequences which 

folllow the project during its performance and 

later its exploitation . Entropy is on of the basic 

reasons for the existence of the managing 

regulation of the creation and performance of 

any complex and serious project.  

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
 

The law of entropy works as a killer of the 

quality and steady systems. The law of entropy 

is based on the axion that the substance and 
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energy of any kind change spontaneously only 

in one direction:from settled to unsettled, 

fromhelpfu to useless, from useful to damaging 

. From te aspect of the interest man and 

mankid, this law highlights the fact that in a 

settled economy and society any system is 

based on shaped structural values and if the 

process of the functioning of a system is not 

regulated permanently it leads irretrievably to a 

direction of pointless chaos and loss.  

It is also a fact thatin a situation where 

there would be no any system tendency to 

disorganization so as to entropy, and when the 

state of organization would be more natural 

than the state of disorganization, the 

development of any system would by itself 

develop in a qualuty way spontaneously and the 

management would be superfluous in that case . 

Since tthat is not the case, it is also a fact that as 

long as the law of entroopy exists and works, 

there will also exist a need for a quality 

management of quality and quality project 

management.  

At the end, we should certainly highlight 

the fact that there is entropy in any targeted 

structured order like there is some order in 

every entropy. It is a different question whether 

it is the order which suits the planner of the 

system. From the above mentioned it can be 

also concluded that too much order can cause a 

contrary effect if it hypertrophied turns into a 

greater chaos and vice versa. The example of 

this is implementin of too patological discipline 

in some collective, which may cause a negative 

reaction of the injured with very negative 

consequence on the wholw system. Orthe 

adoption of a great number of laws which cause 

controversy and vagueness due to its abundance 

which leads consequently to their fewer respect 

and overpower in society of legal and 

istitutional entropy. So in the use of 

antientropic management we can use ancient 

people’s saying:”Wisdom is in the measure” .  

At the end, we can conclude that any 

management, especially project management is 

a basic instrument for the regulation of definite 

processes socially useful and high-quality basis 

and that without installation of certain 

qualitative components in the very managing 

process, the battle with etropy is absolutely 

uncertain and it is accidental and lost in 

advance by rule. The battle with entropy is 

eternal and it will never disappear as long as the 

world exista. Stated words mean that the 

necessity for quality management-as a basic 

instrument of this battle also permanent and 

unlimited.  
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